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PHA Receives $250K Grant for New Cameras and Monitoring System to Support TraumaInformed Approach to Public Safety
(Philadelphia – April 15, 2021) —The Philadelphia Housing Authority (PHA) has been
awarded a $250,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
to purchase and install a security camera monitoring system at the Raymond Rosen Apartments.
The award is part of a broader $13.7 million award to public housing authorities throughout the
country to make needed capital improvements that serve to enhance safety and security for
residents.
“Keeping families who live in public housing safe in their homes is important to their health and
everyday well-being,” said HUD Secretary Marcia L. Fudge. “These grants go a long way to
ensure that public housing residents are protected and have peace of mind as they go about their
lives.”
Kelvin Jeremiah, President and CEO of PHA, said the cameras are part of a new strategy that
integrates trauma-informed interventions into public safety policies and practices.
PHA is developing a new Department of Public Safety, which will take a more proactive
problem-solving approach in ensuring residents’ quality of life and safety.
As part of this mission, PHA is hiring a Community Engagement Manager and Community
Engagement Associates (CEAs) who will be assigned to a number of PHA housing
developments as part of a new pilot. CEAs will establish a rapport with residents that allows for
an open dialogue on community issues and challenges. They will coordinate with PHA Police
when enforcement action is required and review repeat calls for police service to identify
underlying causes and situations.
“There is a lot of trauma right now due to the pandemic, job loss and social justice issues,”
Jeremiah said. “Philadelphia will never be able to simply arrest our way out of this situation.
Instead, we must create ways to resolve conflict, stop disagreements from escalating and offer
supportive services in a timely fashion so residents have the resources they need to cope with
pressing problems.”
The HUD grant is being awarded through the Capital Fund Emergency Safety and Security
Program, which supports public housing authorities as they address the safety of public housing
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residents. City Council President Darrell L. Clarke and State Rep. Malcolm Kenyatta both
submitted letters of support for the grant award.
“Cameras will help sustain this community initiative with proven, measurable reduction in crime
expected through increased arrests and incarceration for gun-related and violent crime in and
around Raymond Rosen Manor.” Clarke wrote.
State Rep. Kenyatta said his office is being flooded with messages from people feeling grief,
injury, and trauma as a result of violence, writing, “the violence impacts their schooling, work,
reaction, travel and general mental state.”
###
The Philadelphia Housing Authority’s mission is to open doors to affordable housing,
economic opportunity, and safe, sustainable communities to benefit Philadelphia residents
with low incomes.

